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POLITICAL SCIENCE AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION  
 SYLLABUS  

Unit - I  

Nature and scope of political science and its relations with social sciences - States, 
nation  and  nationality,  state  and  govt. -  behaviouralism  -  characteristics,  growth, 
Behaviouralism Vs Traditionalism - Post Behaviouralism - Sovereignty and pluralism - 
Liberty  and  equality -  Forms  of  Govt. (Unitary  and  Federal,  parliamentary  and 
presidential) - Organs of Govt. (Legislature, Executive and Judiciary) - Political parties - 
Panchayat Raj Institutions and constitutional amendments.  

Unit - II  

Meaning, scope and significance of public administration and importance of public  
administration in developing countries - Organisation and its principles (hierarchy,  
unity  of  command,  span  of  control,  centralization  and  decentralization,  delegation,  
supervision.) -   Administrative   theories (classical   theory,   scientific   management,  
Bureaucracy, theories of motivation and decision -making) - Leadership - theories,  
qualities and techniques - Communication - Principles and Barriers - F.W. Riggs - 
Ecology of Public Administration - New public Adminstration Minnowbrook perspective (I  
& II) - Organisation and Methods - its importance - Lokpal and Lokayukta - Public  
Administration and Globalisation.  

Unit - III  

Characteristics of Greek Political Thought - Plato - Views on Justice, communism 
Ideal state -  Aristattole -  Views on state,  slavery and citizenship -  Modernism in 
Machiavelli’s Political Though - Politics and morality; politics and religion - Hobbes and 
locke - Rousseau’s theory of General Will - Hegel’s Political Philosophy - ideas on state - 
T.H.  Green’s  Political  Ideas -  Marx’s  scientific  socialism,  dialectic  materialism - 
Economic determinism of Marx’s and theory of alienation. 

Unit - IV  

Nature, Scope and growth of International Relations - International Relations and  
International Politics - Realist and Idealist approach - League of Nations and United  
Nations - Diplomacy and Foreign Policy - Course and causes  of cold war and post cold - 
war International Relations - Basic tenets of India’s foreign policy - India and her policy  
towards neighbours - Disarmament - Major initiatives - Non - alignment - origin,  
Evolution and relevance - Terrorism - causes and its various manifestations.  

Unit - V  

Definition, scope and importance of social science research - Relation between 
theory and research - Scientific Method - Hypothesis - Meaning, types and sources - 
Research Design - Formulation, Characteristics and types - Sampling - Methods in 
social science research - Case study method - characteristics and limitations - Data 
Collection - Tools and techniques - Data processing and analysis - Report writing - Use of 
computers in social research.  
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